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Xema sabini

1

Hatch-Year/Juvenile

10-10-2020 4:20 PM

Yes

https://ebird.org/checklist/S74658586

Montgomery

Upper Hanover Township

Green Lane Park - Church Rd. Bird Sanctuary

40.384066, -75.515184 (average position of bird)

Shallow end of reservoir, surrounded by fields, thickets, woodland patches, and
some development.

Fairly close to distant (75-500 m)

Warm afternoon light, sun from behind streaming through milky high clouds.

Zeiss Conquest HD 10x42 binoculars used for vast majority of observation.

https://ebird.org/checklist/S74658586
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During

Around 4:20 PM I approached the parking lot from the road and saw four gulls
coming head-on towards me from right to left. It quickly became apparent that
one was much smaller than the others, barely half their size and more slightly
built. I was still in the car when the bird turned around and flew right past the
shore with the three Lesser Black-backs. Even through the distorted windshield,
I could see the wing pattern from below and knew what this was. I jumped out to
get my first good look at the "dark-white-dark" upperwing pattern as the bird flew
away, then I parked and ran out to track it further. When seen flying towards the
sun, parts of the bird's wings and tail seemed to disappear against a bright
whitish sky. It touched down over halfway out to the Rte. 663 bridge with the
LBBGs, so I grabbed the scope and ran down to set it up. By the time I had it set
up and hurriedly explained to the casual birders present, the gull was up again. It
circled far out, then gave one pass over the geese straight out and in fantastic
light. Here I saw its upperside, with a cold ashy brown color extending from
above the tail at least up to the head and into the wings. I feel that, given the
lighting and brownish back, I would have noticed if the bird's head was pale. Its
head seemed small and its bill rather thin but not very short. Perhaps a third of
the way down the wings was a blindingly white triangle that just touched the
leading edge before thinning out and giving way to an angled dark patch
extending through the wingtips. This pattern was visible repeatedly as it circled
distantly again. Although I noted that the bird's short tail was white and really
contrasted with the lower back, I don't specifically remember whether it was
forked or had a black tip. I did not have my camera with me, a major mistake.

My total observation of this bird was likely not more than three minutes, with high
quality viewing of less than one minute. It made a circuit around the water when I
first saw it. I didn't note its flight as especially bouncy, although it did seem very
smooth. I don't believe its wingbeats were very deep, either. It hesitated and
landed softly once. By the time I got to the water's edge and set up the scope, it
was flying again. This meant that I never really studied the bird at rest. It made
one nice pass and one or two wide circles, then steadily flew SSW and was not
seen again.

Size (very much smaller than Lesser Black-backed Gulls) eliminates most other
gulls except Bonaparte's and several rarer species. Structurally, the bird did not
fit our expected terns. Certainly the color patterns were not correct for any terns.

Bonaparte's Gull can be safely eliminated by the extensive brown above, as well
as the striking wing pattern. Although Little Gull and the much rarer Black-legged
Kittiwake can show bold black wing markings, Little is gray-backed and more
compact and kittiwake is somewhat larger and pale-headed. Neither shows such
solid brownish color above, either.

I have no previous field experience with Sabine's Gull. However, I had seen
plenty of photos and knew what to look for. This does seem to be on the later
end for the species in PA, with almost all birds detected in September. This is
purely my speculation, but maybe the bird encountered strong upper-level
headwinds (SW winds today) and dropped down for a brief rest and drink? I
don't know for sure when it arrived, but the behavior of all the gulls suggested a
recent arrival.

Yes. Although I wasn't expecting this bird at all, I knew what it was within
seconds. Sabine's Gull is hard to confuse with other species, even at long
distances.

none
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